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This research addresses the relative motion control problem for spacecraft formation flying 

missions in near-Earth orbit. The increasing use of small satellites (< 500 kg), with the potential 

benefits of lower cost and complexity, has a huge impact on the future of formation flying 

missions. Functions and payloads can now be distributed among multiple spacecraft placed in a 

predetermined coordinated formation to perform the larger mission objective. SFF has enabled 

many interesting applications with distributed space systems for stellar optical interferometers, 

synthetic aperture radar, and many more technological demonstration missions. However, the 

major challenges are associated with the design and development of a higher-accuracy 

autonomous relative motion control systems. 

 

In order to develop computationally efficient guidance, navigation, and control systems, this thesis 

presents design and development of analytical nonlinear relative motion control for SFF, with 

precision tracking capabilities and minimal tracking error to avoid collisions and manage orbital 

perturbations with minimal ground support. The relative motion control law proposed to be 

developed is based on the Nonlinear Generalized Predictive Control (NGPC) theory. The NGPC 

law has never been studied and implemented for SFF or relative motion tracking control problem. 

The NGPC is augmented with two adaptation methods towards controller gains and unknown 

spacecraft mass and disturbances estimation of a spacecraft. Thus, an Adaptive Nonlinear 

Generalized Predictive Controller (ANGPC) is proposed for the onboard compatible, autonomous 

relative motion control of the participating satellites of SFF. 
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